
 

 

 

Livin’ Was Easy: The Life and Death and Life of The Glands 

 

There is an enormous and curiously shaped hole in the story of the Glands, the on-again/mostly                

off-again duo or quartet or sometimes quintet but let’s just say band from Athens, Georgia, who                

released only two albums of weird, irascible, irresistible indie rock before Ross Shapiro died in               

2016. He wrote the songs, he sang the songs, he played guitar, and he gathered around him a                  

bunch of close friends to play along. He inspired many people around town, frustrated many               

others, and generally proved to be a painstaking artist with an ear for catchy melodies, a very                 

grim sense of humor, a taste for reheated Dunkin Donuts coffee, a supernaturally exhaustive              

knowledge of Grateful Dead bootlegs, and a creativity that extended beyond music to the strange               

portraits he painted and the odd shapes he sculpted. 

 

Sadly, Ross is not here to tell the story of the band—his band—nor can he shed light on                  

his obscure stewardship of what has become one of the most beloved acts in a city lousy                 

with beloved acts. Not that he would have cared to shed light on anything anyway. “What                

you’re doing,” says his close friend Dutch Cooper, meaning this box set, meaning these              

liner notes, meaning this attempt to tell his story, “Ross would have hated it.” In many crucial                 

ways the act of making music—almost always surrounded by friends, usually jamming at his              

house on Sunset—was so much more important and rewarding than releasing that music or              

dealing with labels or arguing with promoters or doing interviews. Ross lived for the spark of                

creation, which made him a good guy to hang out with but maybe not the most reliable                 

bandmate. 

 

Even to this day, even with this handsome and very loving box set collecting remastered versions                

of the Glands’ two albums and a new collection of archival recordings, neither 1997’s Double               

Thriller nor 2000’s The Glands is what you would call decisively finished. Each was released in                

different forms: different tracklists, different mixes, even different album covers. While to fans             

they might sound like major statements by an artist confident in his eccentricities and clear in                

his vision, Ross was never satisfied with the Glands’ tiny catalog. Even near the end of his life, he                   

was teasing a new version of Double Thriller. 

 

Given how meticulous he was about his music and how dismissive he was about the music                

industry, it’s a miracle we have those two albums at all, not to mention the third LP in this set.                    

It’s tempting to lament that we didn’t have more: Ross recorded almost constantly over two               

decades, but rarely with the intention of releasing anything. Near the end of his life he worked                 

on what he considered to be a follow-up to The Glands, but wasn’t healthy long enough to record                  

vocals. We lost a unique human being and a remarkable voice, a crucial thread in the pilled                 

fabric of Athens, a man who wrote songs that were hilarious and intensely sad, witty and deeply                 

weird: snapshots from a Southern bohemia of his own making. 

 



What follows is necessarily and tragically an incomplete history of the Glands, which means it               

doubles as a biography of Ross Shapiro, told by friends and fellow musicians, admirers and               

allies. Read these words with the understanding that Ross himself could tell the story better,               

with more insight and detail and humor and gracious cynicism—not that he ever would have               

talked so much about himself. 

 

*** 

 

Where even to start? Ross was born in Atlanta in 1963, grew up there but left the city in the early                     

1980s to move an hour east to Athens. At the University of Georgia he earned a visual art degree,                   

which taught him to be extremely methodical in his creative process, to work diligently to ensure                

the finished object conveyed the message as precisely and as poetically as possible. He was, as                

well, a Deadhead, following the band around the country and amassing a voluminous library of               

bootlegs. 

 

After college Ross took a job and rose through the ranks at Gyro Wrap, a takeout joint near                  

campus and an unlikely hub for the local music scene. As manager, he supervised a small crew of                  

young line cooks, most of them college students and aspiring musicians. That’s where Ross met               

a freshman from New Jersey who would become the Glands’ inventive drummer and the only               

other permanent member of the band. “ When I interviewed,” says Joe Rowe, “it was me and                 

Ross in the back office, and Ross just sat at the desk smirking at me. He had this look on his face                      

like, Oh great, another dumbass kid I’m going to have to deal with. But it was a great place to                    

work because it was full of smart, young people who were all artists or actors or musicians or                  

writers. It was just their day job so they could pay the bills.” 

 

Also under Ross’s supervision was Craig McQuiston, future bass player for the Glands. Others              

simply hung around the place, not on the payroll. “They’d always play good music at the Gyro                 

Wrap, so I would go in there and hang out,” says Doug Stanley, who became a long-running                 

guitar player for the Glands. “A lot of us would just sit around and talk. They played the best                   

music, too.” Says Rowe, “Everybody could play whatever they wanted to, everything from Big              

Black to Steely Dan to Led Zeppelin to Prince. Ross was a big part of that, because he would                   

make mixtapes and bring them in. It was probably the best musical education I ever had.” 

 

Few people who worked or ate at Gyro Wrap realized Ross’s musical ambitions, which he often                

hid behind jokes and wry asides. Says Kevin Sweeney, who played in the local group Hayride                

before briefly joining the Glands as a guitar player: “He kept telling everybody, I’m going to                

make an album called Double Thriller. We all thought it was a joke. He was one of the funniest                   

people I’ve ever met, and that just seemed like something funny he would say.” 

 

*** 

 

Then Ross actually made a record called Double Thriller. 
 



It took a while—years, in fact. Most nights he would close up Gyro Wrap, hit a few bars with                   

friends, and then wander over to Elixir Recording Studio, on Washington Street across from the               

legendary 40 Watt. The place felt like home to Ross and Rowe and any other local musician who                  

wandered in. There, they would drink coffee, hang out, noodle around on guitars. “It had a                

clubhouse vibe,” says Sweeney. “Ross and I both had the same schedule. We were both heavy                

coffee drinkers and would stay up all night. After I was done working in the clubs or visiting                  

friends, I would go over and just lay down some tracks with Ross. He’d say, Just do whatever.                  

Honestly, I never took it all that seriously. I didn’t know what it was going to turn into.” 

 

The sessions were loose, casual, largely unstructured, which is not to say that Ross didn’t work                

hard. Rather, he took the time to get everything just right. “I had the wherewithal to give him a                   

really good rate for recording,” says Peter Fancher, a long-time friend of Ross’s who co-owned               

Elixir, co-produced Double Thriller, and played on two songs. “We let the jambands pay for the                

sessions. That meant I could give Ross all the time he needed, and we didn’t even have to look at                    

the clock or the rate sheet. We’d work for days on one song, then he’d want to throw all that out                     

and redo the vocals: new melody, new words. Maybe if I was charging him $30 an hour, we                  

would have ended up with a wholly different record, but I don’t have any regrets about that.” 

 

Ross didn’t even tell his friends he was making an album. Often they didn’t even know he was                  

recording. “These were not thought-out songs,” recalls McQuiston. “You’d get there after two in              

the morning and you wouldn’t know what the vocal melody was. You never knew what anything                

was. Just when you thought you had it figured out, Ross would say, Oh no, we already recorded                  

it. It wasn’t a band. It wasn’t the Glands. It was just Ross in the studio. It was just a late-night                     

hang.” 

 

“The first thing I played on was without his permission,” says Stanley. “I was in the studio one                  

night recording something else, and Peter Fancher was playing this fancy B3 that these rich kids                

had brought in to have restored. It sounded amazing. And I ended up playing it on ‘Pretty                 

Merrina.’ I think I would have been really upset if somebody came in and started playing on                 

something of mine, but Ross wasn’t mad. That’s probably how I got in the band: because I                 

played without his say so.” 

 

Perhaps the most intense task for Ross was mixing the songs: wading through the hours and                

hours of takes, culling the most interesting tracks, combining and then recombining them until              

he had something close to what he considered good and finished. Sometimes he would trash               

everything and start over. “He definitely knew what he wanted,” says Sweeney. “He wouldn’t              

direct you to do something musically, but he would edit out what he didn’t like later on. That’s                  

why I recorded a ton of shit with him and none of it ended up on the record. It was his vision                      

above all else. And when he finally gave me a copy of Double Thriller, I was blown away by what                    

it had turned into. I had no clue that what I was playing along with was going to turn into                    

something like that. When I was playing along with them, they just sounded like formless, open-                

ended jams.” 

 



Rather than formless, these songs demonstrate Ross’s exacting songcraft as well as his eclectic              

palette. Double Thriller opens with the chiming guitar lick of “Sunshine Happiness,” which             

morphs into the abrasive riffing of “Free Jane” and then again into the dream-pop moper “Pretty                

Merrina.” The album never stops shapeshifting; it never settles into any one genre nor follows               

any expected trajectory. Instead, Ross toggles between the clever pop hooks of “ Welcome to N.                

J.” and the folky immediacy of “Call Me Doctor” and the glam something-or-other of “World               

Half Over.” 

 

To the extent that anyone expected an actual record to come out of these sessions, this was                 

certainly not the record they expected. “Ross asked me to master it, and I just assumed it was                  

going to be some kind of weird, heavy townie music,” says David Barbe, a well known musician                 

turned engineer and producer. “ Then he plays me ‘No. Zero,’ with that amazing hook. This?                

This is your record? Then he plays me ‘Pretty Merrina.” I’m just blown away. It was a real shock                   

how good it was.” 

 

The record that finally bore the name Double Thriller didn’t have an official release date. The                

finished CDs just arrived in the mail, boxes of 30 that Ross and Joe passed around to friends,                  

sent out to record labels, and sold at shows. It’s a strange album, to say the least, with its garish                    

colors and queasy-fleshed hand on the cover. The photos of Ross and Joe are goofy, with Ross in                  

a fright wig and somebody dressed in long johns strapped to a chair. “ The whole thing is very                   

Ross,” Barbe says. “It’s like he’s putting out this amazing, serious, emotionally connective piece              

of music into a package that dares you to dismiss it for something silly.” 

 

*** 

 

The transition from studio something to live band was not immediate or easy. The Glands’               

lineup solidified briefly as a quintet: Ross and Joe, of course, along with McQuiston, Stanley,               

and guitarist Frank MacDonell. Ross was reluctant to play Athens, so they made their stage               

debut in nearby Macon, Georgia, although nobody can recall the name of the place—only that               

there were fishtanks in the walls. Eventually they did book some local shows, and in 1997 they                 

borrowed a van from Sweeney’s band Hayride and drove out west to South By Southwest, where                

they met with a handful of labels. They signed with Bar/None, the New Jersey label that was                 

then home to fellow Georgians Of Montreal. The next year the label re-released Double Thriller               

with a rearranged tracklist and new cover art. 

 

Mostly the Glands played at Ross’s house on Sunset, jamming with and for each other, getting                

the old songs down tight and writing some new ones. They built on the sound of Double Thriller                  

by adding more guitars, even a few solos courtesy of MacDonell, and gravitating toward a more                

rock-oriented sound. They booked official sessions at Barbe’s local studio, Chase Park            

Transduction, where they cut five songs in just two days. “It was live!” recalls MacDonell. “Those                

guitar solos were not added in later. We set up and played the songs exactly as we’d rehearsed                  

them. We were a well-oiled machine.” 

 



One new song did present some hiccups. “I Can See My House from Here,” whose title is the                  

punchline of a particularly sacrilegious joke, began life as a delirious riff on Frankie Valli & the                 

Four Seasons’ hit “December ’63 (Oh What a Night),” but “they wanted too much money for us                 

to use it as a sample,” says McQuiston. “So Ross recorded a fake version as the bed underneath                  

that song. I played guitar and bass, and I didn’t know we were playing on top of ‘Oh What a                    

Night.’” It remains the centerpiece of what would become the band’s second album, simply titled               

The Glands, both a signature tune in the band’s catalog and an irreverent take on pop history.  

 

The Glands sounds more like a proper band album, highlighting each member’s contributions:             

MacDonell’s rip-roaring solo on “Straight Down,” Rowe’s double-tap drumbeat on “Lovetown,”           

the slack-tight rhythm section on “Livin’ Was Easy.” But it remains Ross’s project, defined by his                

melancholy vocals and strange experiments. Songs like “Mayflower” and “Soul          

Inspiration”—what McQuiston calls Ross’s “moody, atmospheric, weird shit”—were drawn from          

recordings made at Elixir, some dating back to the Double Thriller sessions. 

 

For their second album the Glands signed with Capricorn Records, whose history likely appealed              

to the music nerd in Ross. Founded in Macon in 1969, it was responsible for releasing records by                  

some of the biggest southern rock bands, including the Allman Brothers and the Marshall              

Tucker Band, before going bankrupt in 1979. Capricorn reopened in the early 1990s and found               

success with Cake, 311, and some country singer named Kenny Chesney, but they also signed               

other Athens acts like Hayride and Jucifer. 

 

With its eye-catching cover featuring Ross’s dog and a painting by artist Wayne White, The               

Glands garnered excellent, albeit somewhat confusing, reviews upon its release in 2000. “Head             

Gland Ross Shapiro could only have created an indie- rock masterpiece of such creepy beauty by                

listening to a few thousand hours of British Invasion classics while huffing ether off one of Doug                 

Martsch’s discarded argyles,” Spin Magazine attested, intending it as a compliment. They gave             

the album a 9 out of 10. And it was the first feature and interview assigned to a young writer in                     

Memphis who, nearly twenty years later, would end up writing these liner notes you’re reading               

right now. (Sorry to say, but my email interview with Ross, in which he professed his undying                 

love for Nelly Furtado, is lost to time and AOL.) 

 

The band embarked on the kind of tour that every indie outfit endures at some point, where the                  

indignities suffered outnumbered the tickets sold. In Memphis the opening act wrecked the             

stage and pissed on the Glands’ equipment. In Fayetteville, Arkansas, they shared a stage with a                

pinball machine that made more money than the band did. They had better luck in New York                 

City, where their shows sold out. But they also landed gigs opening for Modest Mouse and the                 

Shins, who had just released their debut album. “We alternated nights with the Shins,” says               

keyboard player Neil Golden, who moved to Athens and joined the band just weeks before the                

tour. “One night we’d headline, the next night they’d headline. Back and forth like that. But we’d                 

go from one night having a sold-out, packed-out house to the next night with one guy clapping                 

for us.” 

 



*** 

 

And then...nothing. 

 

MacDonell had left the group before the tour, and McQuiston and Golden soon followed. Only               

Stanley and Rowe remained with Ross, although the guitarist would grow increasingly frustrated             

with Ross’s heavy rehearsals and light touring schedule. “It wasn’t always the most fun              

experience,” says Stanley. “ We stopped playing live in about 2005, and by 2007 or 2008 I still                  

hadn’t heard anything from Ross. So I gave up. I was going to lose my house, so I had to tell him                      

I quit.” He would rejoin a few years later, first as a keyboard player, then as a bass and guitar                    

player. “By then Ross had gotten really good at recording, so he didn’t really need the band as                  

much. I’d come over every once in a while and do something, but he wasn’t really interesting in                  

having a band band. It was more of a solo project. It was only a band when we played live.” 

 

Rather than return to the Gyro Wrap, Ross opened a record store, a franchise of the regional                 

chain Schoolkids Records, and behind the counter he played the role of “the record store grouch,                

the cantankerous guy at the independent store,” says McQuiston, who even as a former              

bandmate did not escape Ross’s disdain. “ You’re like, I can’t buy this record in front of this guy.                   

But who knows how many people he helped guide in their musical tastes, even if it’s just                 

dissuading them from buying shitty records.” Sadly, Schoolkids struggled to keep up with larger              

competitors and closed in 2011. 

 

Did the record store’s failing fortunes prompt a resurgence for the Glands? Around 2010 they               

showed new life, opening for Yo La Tengo for one of their annual holiday shows in Hoboken.                 

They played New York City a few more times. Back in Athens, a secret show at Flicker Bar sold                   

out by word of mouth. They played the grand re-opening of the Georgia Theater in August 2011                 

and headlined AthFest the next year. Still, says Derek Almstead, the Glands’ new bass player, “it                

was more fun for Ross to sit at home and workshop songs. He had a big whiteboard with all the                    

songs we knew and we’d just go through the list. I think we had about 60 Glands songs in all.” 

 

Nevertheless, this was, finally, a band with a plan, and there was even talk about finally                

following up The Glands. “I should really get busy,” Ross told Gabe Vodicka of the Athens                

Flagpole in 2014. “The first record—one day soon, we’re going to put out a proper mix of                 

it—really puts me in a particular place, because of what the recording environment was like, and                

we had no expectations.” Asked if there was a timetable for a new album, Ross answered                

cryptically: “Six years ago... or soon?” 

 

*** 

 

In June 2015, when that mystical third album was well under way, the Glands booked a show at                  

Little Kings, a local bar where Ross played rock trivia every week. “ We practiced several times a                  

week for several months and really got everything together,” says Golden, who by then was back                



in the lineup as keyboard player. “We all thought we were just getting started again. Nobody                

knew it would be our last show.” 

 

A few months later Ross was diagnosed with stage-four lung cancer. There was no big               

announcement, no benefits show; in fact, Ross kept the news mostly to himself. Whenever he               

told someone, he made them promise to keep it a secret. Even some of the band members                 

learned about it secondhand. Golden remembers, “I ran into Derek and he just said, Go see                

Ross. Why? Just go see Ross.” MacDonell admits: “I didn’t get to see him much while he was                  

sick, I’m ashamed to say, but I was at the hospital the day he died. He was sitting up and there                     

were friends there. They had the Dead playing on a little boom box.” 

 

“I flew down there and got there the night before he died,” says McQuiston, who had since                 

moved to New York. “I got to hang out with him for four hours the night before he died, and I                     

went back the next morning, just a couple hours before he passed away. I didn’t get to go to his                    

funeral because I was on tour, but I was with him the last two days of his life. I’m so thankful I                      

was around for it. Ross, for me...There’s not a bigger person in my life than Ross. He was a best                    

friend, a big brother. It’s still hard. I think about him everyday. It’s weird that he’s not around.” 

 

Ross Shapiro died on March 26, 2016. He was 53. 

 

In an obituary that ran in the Flagpole, Dutch Cooper exclaimed, “Ross Shapiro is a hero.” The                 

same phrase appeared on the marquee of the Georgia Theater for his memorial service. Ross’s               

passing left a hole in Athens, in the community where he had become a fixture and arguably                 

even a celebrity of sorts. And there really is something heroic about his career as an artist,                 

something noble to a life devoted to creativity and creation, even if that mostly means jamming                

with friends. Those two albums established Ross as an unlikely and maybe even unwilling cult               

artist; you could argue that not enough people bought Double Thriller and The Glands, but               

everyone who did became avid fans for life. And even though we only have access to an                 

infinitesimal portion of the music he made, these two albums—and now this third!—add             

invaluable detail and nuance to our portrait of Ross Shapiro. We can see him reflected back to us                  

in his songs: a guy whose grumpiness hid a big heart and whose reticence could not obscure his                  

talent and vision. 
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